Birthday Card
Three of Spades:
Artisan
Characteristics: While they have a heavy
burden as can be seen in their Saturn line,
huge success is possible for the Three of
Spades with hard work as part of their lives.
Hard work, as we see in the Jupiter spread, will
bring them good results. A karmic debt must
be paid on either a financial or value basis.
Their Karma Card tells us that. A Six individual
often is involved and they, of course, are the
debt collectors. Learning responsibility and
fairness with finances is the main lesson they
must learn. Passing through something where
they believe they were treated unjustly on a
monetary level is something a Three of Spades
individual will often have to do. Payments
being made from past lives are how the Six
explains this. Indecision about work or health
can be present and they should be careful
about their health. Worrying about their health
though, only makes their condition worse.
Everything they desire and need will be
available if they only get focused about what is most significant to them in life.
Although it is not as satisfying on the creative level as artistic pursuits, they can be
excellent at sales and marketing. They must be cautious and not take on a heavy load
even though they are able to have several occupations. The temptation to tell only
part of the truth or make up stories to make their lives easier is there for a Three
because of a large amount of creativity. Their Jack Karma Card means this is
especially true. They must watch their thoughts and feelings as related to health
issues. Their health concerns can be rooted in emotional problems in their lives many
times (Excessive work and career moves often interfere with body awareness and
emotional issues). They can get highly stressed out at times because of powerful
creative urges. Furthermore, they can spread themselves too thin. Through the
knowledge of their inner principles, they are blessed with the opportunity for fantastic
business success. As far as satisfaction in life goes, this can be one of their best
routes for them. They create some wonderful expressions and inspiring works in the
artistic area of their choice.
Relationships: The Three of Spades frequently have high goals for their marriage
and love can be a strongly spiritual thing for them, but this idealism can blind them to
the negative aspect of individuals they attract in love. It is possible, because of this,
which they will end up with people who do not really align with their dreams. They

must deal with emotional issues that began in childhood, before the Three of Spades
can have a happy marriage or meaningful romance. If they are to overcome some of
the obstacles in this department, they need to maintain positive mental habits about
love itself. Their romantic lives are restless, a quality stemming from their personality.
It is possible, although it might be time consuming, to find the mixture of qualities in
someone else that aligns with their own diversity. Because they are so creative and
possess a romantic personality, the Three of Spades requires a partner with whom
they can share their interests. In general, they have good marriage possibilities, even
though hurdles exist in love due to inner fears concerning abandonment or rejection
that must be dealt with first. Extra marital affairs can result by not allowing themselves
a meaningful creative outlet, because their essence requires this. A partner with a
pessimistic nature is often a part of their lives. Such a mate, however, often has an
excellent income and they like that portion of the relationship. It should be noted too,
overlapping into their romantic life there is a good deal of idealism in this card.
Personality Connections: Club males in the lives of both genders are often better,
though they are a mixed blessing at best. Diamond women seek Three of Diamonds
men because they find them very attractive in general. Diamond males, as well can be
somewhat challenging at times.
Confrontations: Jacks in this suit, interestingly, are very similar to Threes of their
same suit. They exhibit many of the same qualities of the Three of their suit even
while the Jack seems to be such a different number.

